Bayesian evidence as a tool for comparing datasets
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1 INTRODUCTION

The apparent mutual agreement of a wide range of cosmological observations has led to the current climate of "concordance" in cosmology (Spergel et al. 2003; Rebolo et al. 2004; Readhead et al. 2004; Kuo et al. 2002; Tegmark et al. 2002) The practice of combining datasets to increase the precision of the parameters of the world model is now standard, but quantitative consistency checking is emphasised to a much lesser degree. As all physicists will agree, accurate cosmology is preferable to precision cosmology. As usual, the route to model selection is via the Bayesian evidence. The evidence for a model \(H\) and the data \(d\) is just the probability \(\Pr(d|H)\), and can be calculated in principle by marginalising the unnormalised posterior probability distribution function over all \(M\) parameters \(\theta\) in the model:

\[
\Pr(d|H) = \int \Pr(d|\theta, H)\Pr(\theta|H)\, d^M\theta.
\]  

In practice calculating the integral is rarely feasible, but other techniques exist to provide estimates of the evidence (see, for example, O’Ruaaini’dh & Fitzgerald 1996). More detailed introductions to the evidence and its central role in the problem of model selection are available elsewhere (Sivia 1996; Bishop 1995) – here we make the general remarks that the evidence increases sharply with increasing goodness-of-fit, and decreases with increasing model complexity (quantifying the principle of Occam’s razor). We show later explicitly how these two aspects come to the surface and, for the specific case of Gaussian measurement errors, result in model selection proceeding by the comparison of differences in the ubiquitous chi-squared statistic with an “Occam” factor which takes the form of an effective number of parameters. The more general approach advocated here is applicable to any likelihood functions \((\Pr(d|\theta, H))\), not just those having Gaussian form, and takes into account the full extent of the pdf’s involved. It is of course also sensitive to the parameters’ prior pdf \((\Pr(\theta|H))\): broader priors represent more complex models and so naturally give lower evidence values. Evidence is the natural tool for comparing datasets in this way: it enables us to quantify such questions as “Is...
the mismatch between two experiments large enough to warrant investigation into possible sources of systematics or new physics?"

The simplest model for all the cosmological data in hand is that they provide information on the same set of cosmological parameters: this is the standard assumption made in all the joint analyses to date. Let \( H_0 \) represent the hypothesis that "there is one set of parameters that describes our cosmological model." In other words, we believe that we understand both cosmology and our experiments to the extent that there should be no further freedom beyond the parameters specified. However, if we are interested in accuracy as well as precision then we should take care to allow for systematic differences between datasets: the most extreme case would be the one where the observations were in such strong disagreement that they appeared to give conflicting measurements of all the model parameters. In this case one could consider the hypothesis \( H_1 \) that "there is a different set of parameters for modelling each dataset." The conservatism of such a model comparison exercise is readily apparent: the large increase in model complexity incurred when moving from \( H_0 \) to \( H_1 \) means that the joint analysis is intrinsically more favourable. This means that any result in favour of \( H_1 \) may be taken as a clear indication of discord between the two experiments. Note also that this test is easily done given that the evidence values will have been calculated for alternative purposes, such as comparing two physical models in the light of each dataset alone.

For checking dataset consistency then the quantity we should calculate is the ratio of probabilities that each model is correct, given the data:

\[
\frac{\Pr(H_0|d)}{\Pr(H_1|d)} = \frac{\Pr(d|H_0)}{\Pr(d|H_1)} \frac{\Pr(H_0)}{\Pr(H_1)} \tag{2}
\]

The calculable part of Equation 2 is the evidence ratio

\[
R = \frac{\Pr(d|H_0)}{\Pr(d|H_1)} = \frac{\prod \Pr(d_i|H_0)}{\prod \Pr(d_i|H_1)} \tag{3}
\]

where in the second line we have assumed that the individual datasets \( d_i \) under analysis are independent. (The evidence integral factors out since the independent likelihoods do, and also because each likelihood depends only on its own subset of parameters.) Interpretation of this evidence ratio is aided by Equation 2: for statement \( H_0 \) to be more likely to be true than statement \( H_1 \), the product of R and the prior probability ratio must be greater than one. Values of \( R \sim 1 \) indicates a satisfactory compliance of the data, while \( R \ll 1 \) indicated that \( H_1 \) is favoured. Suppose that an evidence ratio \( R \) of 0.1 were found: the dataset combination \( (H_0) \) can still be justified, but only if you are willing to take odds of ten to one on there being no significant systematic errors in the system. Blindly multiplying \( N \) likelihoods together results, in general and approximately, in factors of improvement in precision of \( \sqrt{N} \): the evidence ratio gives an indication of whether or not this improvement is justified, in the form of an odds ratio (which is enforced honestly through the threat of bankruptcy).

Other criteria besides evidence are used to compare different models. A recent paper discussed in the astronomy community (?) has proposed the Akaike and Bayesian information criteria to carry out cosmological model selection. These criteria are approximations to the full Bayesian evidence under rather restrictive assumptions and thus fall under the same framework. The posterior Bayes factors proposed by ? and also discussed in Lewis & Bridle (2002) can be used as an alternative to evidence. This quantity is the Bayesian evidence with the prior set to the posterior and can be readily estimated as an average likelihood of the Markov Chain Monte Carlo chains. It has some desirable properties, such as no prior dependence in the limit of prior enclosing the entire volume of posterior. However, it has no simple interpretation within Bayesian framework and will thus not be discussed in this paper.

The outline of the rest of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we illustrate the above theory with some toy examples. In the following section (section 3) we establish the connection with the more conventional \( \chi^2 \) statistics. Section 4 contains our analysis of current state-of-the-art data with the outlined method and we then conclude with a brief discussion (section 5).

2 ILLUSTRATION: 2-DIMENSIONAL GAUSSIAN LIKELIHOODS

In order to illustrate the behaviour of the evidence ratio in an easily visualised situation, we imagine a pair of likelihood functions (modelling the input of two independent experiments) who happen to have the same Gaussian form when plotted as a function of the two model parameters, \( x \) and \( y \). Applying uniform priors broad enough to contain the high probability regions results in familiar elliptical error contours of constant posterior probability. The normalisation \( N_i \) of the likelihood functions in the data space is unimportant: for clarity we include it for it to be cancelled explicitly later. Denoting the width of both distributions in the two principal directions by \( \sigma_x \) and \( \sigma_y \), the relation between the two likelihoods is specified by the separation of the two maxima (with components of the position vector denoted by hats) and the orientations of the ellipse axes \( \theta_i \). Without loss of generality we can align the principal directions of the first ellipse with our coordinate system and put it at the origin. The two likelihoods can then be written as:

\[
L_1 = N_1 G(x, y; \sigma_a, \sigma_b, 0, 0, 0), \tag{4}
\]

\[
L_2 = N_2 G(x, y; \sigma_a, \sigma_b, \hat{x}, \hat{y}, \theta), \tag{5}
\]

where

\[
G(x, y; \sigma_a, \sigma_b, \hat{x}, \hat{y}, \theta) = \exp \left[ -\frac{u^2}{2\sigma_a^2} - \frac{v^2}{2\sigma_b^2} \right], \tag{6}
\]

with

\[
\begin{pmatrix} u \\ v \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} \cos \theta & \sin \theta \\ -\sin \theta & \cos \theta \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} x - \hat{x} \\ y - \hat{y} \end{pmatrix}. \tag{7}
\]

Suppose we were to analyse each dataset individually first: the evidence associated with each model is given by the integral of likelihood over prior. Assuming a flat prior between \( -p \) and \( p \) for both \( x \) and \( y \), we have

\[
E_i = \int_{-p}^{p} \int_{-p}^{p} \frac{L_i(x, y)}{4p^2} \, dx \, dy. \tag{8}
\]
If the prior extends far enough to encompass the entire region of high likelihood, one can approximate
\[ E_i \approx \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{L_i(x, y)}{4p^2} \, dx \, dy \approx \frac{2\pi \sigma_a \sigma_b}{4p^2} \mathcal{N}_i. \] (9)

The evidence for the joint analysis of the two datasets is the integral of the product of the likelihoods over the prior:
\[ E_{12} \approx \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{L_1 L_2}{4p^2} \, dx \, dy. \] (10)

The evidence ratio introduced above is then given by
\[ R \sim \frac{E_{12}}{E_1 E_2} = \frac{4p^2}{(2\pi \sigma_a \sigma_b)} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{L_1 L_2}{N_1 N_2} \, dx \, dy, \] (11)
and is analytically calculable. We now investigate three interesting cases.

### 2.1 Parallel degeneracies

Suppose our two datasets have parallel degeneracies. We thus set \( \theta = 0 \) and \( \theta = 0 \), and investigate the evidence ratio as a function of \( \bar{x} \) and \( p \). The logarithm of the evidence ratio in this case is given by
\[ \log R = \log \frac{p^2}{\pi \sigma_a \sigma_b} - \frac{\bar{x}^2}{4\sigma_a^2}. \] (12)

Note that the evidence ratio is a function of the ratio of \( p^2 \) to \( \sigma_a^2 \); this quantity represents the fraction of the prior volume occupied by the likelihood, and provides the quantification of Occam’s razor. In the limit where our approximation is valid (i.e. \( p^2 \gg \sigma_a \sigma_b \)), the first term is always positive and the log evidence is negative only if the mismatch is several “sigma”, \( \bar{x}/\sigma_a \gg 1 \). The dependence of the evidence ratio on the Occam factor is linear, and provides a gradual increase in conservatism as the prior is widened. In contrast, the dependence on the mismatch between the positions of the likelihood is exponential – it is here that the evidence ratio is most sensitive, offering very long odds against the datase t combination.

### 2.2 Perpendicular degeneracy

Perpendicular degeneracies are a much more common occurrence; for example the supernovae and CMB are nearly orthogonally degenerate. We do the same as in the previous sub-section, but set \( \theta = \pi/2 \). The following expression of the log R is then obtained:
\[ \log R = \log \frac{2p^2}{\pi (\sigma_a^2 + \sigma_b^2)} - \frac{\bar{x}^2}{2(\sigma_a^2 + \sigma_b^2)}. \] (13)

We see a similar behaviour as before, but now the evidence falls slowly if the width \( \sigma_a \) is large: if we have two elongated Gaussians they are much more likely to find a common intersection.

We plot the value of \( R \) for several values of \( \theta \) in the Figure 1. Note that for plausible values of the prior (even of the order 10 times bigger than the size of high likelihood), the \( R \) never prefers \( H_0 \) with a large value of significance. On the other hand it is very strong at disfavouring \( H_0 \) in case of poor data mismatch. This plot also shows how complementary degeneracies decrease the ability to find discrepancies by this statistical method. We conclude that the complementary degeneracy is thus beneficial from the point of view of parameter estimation, while a parallel degeneracy is beneficial from the point of view of model selection.

The Figure 2 shows the arrangement of likelihood ellipses for the two models discussed in the Figure 1 at a particular value of \( \bar{x} = 7 \). We see how the evidence test claims incompatibility between datasets that have no overlap of likelihood contours.
2.3 Extension to more complex likelihoods

It is often the case that the likelihoods are functions of many more than the two variables used in this illustration: marginalising the ensuing posterior provides two-dimensional projections of the combined likelihood which may hide the failure of the likelihoods to overlap in the higher dimension space. Conditioning on all but two parameters allows slices through the posterior to be plotted, but these suggest underestimated parameter uncertainties (and so can give a false impression of dataset mismatch).

We stress that the illustration of the previous subsections used a Gaussian simply because it is a convenient functional form with which to develop intuition about the test we discuss here. However, the method of calculating evidence ratios is completely general and does not depend on any assumptions about the shape of likelihood.

2.4 Datasets with different amounts of constraining power

It is natural to ask how the evidence ratio responds to datasets with different amounts of constraining power. (In our toy model this would correspond to allowing the widths \( \sigma_a \) and \( \sigma_b \) to differ between likelihoods.) As an extreme example of this we may consider a second dataset with no constraining power. Assuming \( L_2 = \text{constant} \) leads to a cancellation in the evidence ratio such that the evidence for two datasets taken together equals that of the first dataset alone. The result \( R = 1 \) is not unexpected – the second dataset is completely uninformative and therefore it is impossible to judge either how well or how bad it fits the model. The safest bet is therefore to assume that hypotheses \( H_0 \) and \( H_1 \) are equally likely. Likewise, we can expect the evidence ratio to be close to unity whenever one dataset provides much less information than the other.

3 CONNECTION TO \( \chi^2 \) ANALYSIS

Following the evidence analysis of the previous section we might now wonder if this result can be (and indeed has been) arrived at through other means. The answer is of course yes, in the sense that all good statistics can be derived from reasonable questions posed in the language of probabilities. The steep dependence of the evidence ratio at large likelihood centroid offsets is due to the decreasing goodness of fit incurred at these points; this is visible at some level in almost any statistic that depends on this goodness-of-fit. More quantitatively, the decrease in fit quality is measured by the maximum log likelihood. Consider a general likelihood function of some model parameter vector \( x \), which can be (for reasons that will become apparent in a moment) rewritten as

\[
L(x) = L_{\text{max}} \hat{L}(x),
\]

where \( L_{\text{max}} \) is the likelihood at the most likely point in the parameter space and the dimensionless function \( \hat{L} \) contains all the likelihood shape information.

As before, assuming a flat prior spanning between \(-p \) and \( p \) in each direction, where \( p \) is large enough to encompass all region of high likelihood, gives the approximate evidence

\[
\hat{E} = L_{\text{max}} \int \frac{\hat{L}^M}{(2p)^M} dx,
\]

where \( M \) is the number of parameters in the model. If we identify the numerator of the above fraction with the volume associated with the likelihood \( V_L \), and the denominator with the available prior volume \( V_s \), we have

\[
\log E = \log \left( \frac{V_L}{V_s} \right) + \log L_{\text{max}}.
\]

All the details of the overlap between prior and likelihood is contained within the volume ratio, whereas the maximum likelihood value specifies the goodness-of-fit. Except when the posterior pdf’s take simple analytic forms, this volume factor must be calculated numerically and of course takes up much of the effort in the evidence calculation.

In the case where the measurement errors are Gaussian, we can write the evidence ratio used in this work in terms of the best-fit chi-squared values that may be calculated during an analysis. From equation (16) we can read off that

\[
\log R = \log \left( \frac{E_{12}}{E_1 E_2} \right) = \log \left( \frac{V_{12} V_x}{V_1 V_2} \right) + \log \hat{L}_{12} - \log \hat{L}_1 - \log \hat{L}_2,
\]

and, cancelling the likelihood normalisations, get that

\[
\log R = \log \left( \frac{V_{12} V_x}{V_1 V_2} \right) - \frac{1}{2} \Delta \chi^2,
\]

where \( \Delta \chi^2 = \chi^2_{12} - (\chi^2_1 + \chi^2_2) \). Defined this way, \( \Delta \chi^2 \) is always positive (the goodness-of-fit cannot decrease with the addition of the extra parameters) and we see that the borderline case of \( \log R = 0 \) corresponds to the difference in chi-squared between the two individual analyses and the joint fit being equal to an effective number of parameters (difference in number of degrees of freedom) given by the logarithm of the volume factor.

Returning to the general case, if we retain the assumption of a broad uniform prior, and if the likelihoods are well approximated by multivariate Gaussians, then the volume factor can be calculated analytically: in this case the \( i \)th likelihood can be written as

\[
L_i \approx \hat{L}_i \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2} (x - \hat{x}_i)^T F_i^{-1} (x - \hat{x}_i) \right),
\]

where \( F_i \) is the Fisher matrix. This gives, for the likelihood volumes,

\[
V_i = (2\pi)^{M/2} |F_i|^{1/2}.
\]

In the joint analysis, combining two Gaussian likelihoods results in a new Gaussian, centred at a correctly weighted mean of positions, but whose shape is given simply by

\[
\hat{L}_{12} = \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2} (x - \hat{x}_1)^T (F_1 + F_2)^{-1} (x - \hat{x}_1) \right),
\]

and therefore

\[
V_{12} = (2\pi)^{M/2} |F_1 + F_2|^{1/2}.
\]

Note that in this case, due to the high symmetry of the
Gaussian approximation, the overlap integral $V_{12}$ is independent of the distance between best fitting points. Therefore using $\Delta \chi^2$ as a proxy for the Bayesian evidence change is valid when the Gaussian approximation to the posterior is a good one. In the simple case where $F_1 = F_2$ (a parallel degeneracy) and $V_{ef} = (2p)^{1/2}$ again, the log evidence becomes:

$$
\log R = \frac{1}{2} \left( M \log \left[ \frac{4}{\pi} \left( \frac{p^2}{|F|^1/M} \right) \right] - \Delta \chi^2 \right). 
$$

(24)

The log term is typically of the order of unity: $|F|^{1/M}$ is the geometrical average of the principal variances and hence $p^2 |F|^{-1/M}$ is the square of the ratio of the prior width to the characteristic likelihood width. Hence we recover the frequentist rule of thumb that the increase in $\chi^2$ is justified if the number of parameters drops by roughly the same number. However the evidence considerations allow this rule to be calibrated to take into account both the prior information supplied and the (potentially complex) shape of the likelihoods; in general, $V_{12}$ is not independent of the individual peak positions, and so the simple $\Delta \chi^2$ procedure does not propagate all the information contained within the likelihood functions.

## 4 COMPARING COSMOLOGICAL DATASETS

### 4.1 Datasets and method

We use a version of the CosmoMC software package (Lewis & Bridle 2002), modified to calculate evidence by the thermodynamic integration method. We used two different methods to calculate the evidence reliably and got consistent results. The error on log evidence differences is conservatively estimated to be of the order of unity. The details of the evidence calculation method will be presented elsewhere (Beltran 2004).

We have chosen three datasets for comparison:

- **CMB.** We use the “standard” selection of CMB experiments: the WMAP data (Hinshaw et al. 2003) together with latest VSA (Dickinson et al. 2004), CBI (Readhead et al. 2004) and ACBAR data Kuo et al. (2004). We also used a modified version of the likelihood code that correctly accounts for the largest WMAP scales (Slosar et al. 2004)
- **SN.** We use the Riess et al. (2004) SN data. We use both “gold” and “silver” datasets. We implemented our likelihood code and checked that it gives results consistent with Riess et al.
- **SDSS.** Finally we use large scale power spectrum measurements from the SDSS experiment (York et al. 2000; Stoughton et al. 2002; Abazajian et al. 2003). We used the likelihood code by Tegmark (Tegmark et al. 2004) adapted for CosmoMC by Samuel Leach (private communication).

We investigate a 7-parameter concordant cosmological model. In table 1 we show the flat priors taken on the parameters of our model, where symbols have their usual meaning. We take our priors to be comparatively wide to approximate the state of ignorance we may have been in before any of the three experiments were performed. This has the effect of giving the data as much “freedom” as possible, and correspondingly making the evidence test somewhat conservative.

### 4.2 Results

In table 2 we give the values of $R$ for various combinations of datasets under discussion. We do not detect any discrepancy between datasets: all combinations of the datasets weakly favour $H_0$. As discussed in section 2 the $R$ is never very large, unless we use an extremely wide prior range, but the fact that no ratios less than unity are observed is in agreement with the many claims of concordance in the cosmological parameters. It seems that there are no large mismatches hidden in the multi-dimensional parameter space.

In the last line of the table 2 we report on the value of $R$ for all experiments combined. In principle, it is possible to have three experiments consistent with each other but not when combined together (imagine, for example three degeneracy lines forming a triangle). Comfortingly enough, this test also abrogates $H_1$ and due to a large number of extra parameters (i.e. twice as many as in other datasets) it has also a more positive detection of concordance.

### Table 1. The priors assumed for the cosmological model considered in this paper. The notation $(a,b)$ for parameter $x$ denotes a top-hat prior in the range $a < x < b$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic parameter</th>
<th>Prior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_b$</td>
<td>(0.005, 0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_{dm}$</td>
<td>(0.01, 0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Omega_k$</td>
<td>(-0.3, 0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h$</td>
<td>(0.4, 0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_s$</td>
<td>(0.8, 1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>(0.01, 0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\log 10^{10}A_s$</td>
<td>(1, 5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. In this table we show the logarithm of $R$ for various combinations of datasets. The error on the log $R$ values is estimated to be of the order of unity. See text for further discussion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset combination</th>
<th>log R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CMB – SDSS</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDSS – SN</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN – CMB</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMB – SDSS – SN</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5 DISCUSSION

In this paper we have investigated the evidence as a tool to compare datasets. Evidence is usually used as a tool to compare models: all that we have done here is asked “Can a given model explain all the data at once, or is a more complex model required?” The particular alternative we use here is that where each dataset has its own set of parameters to model it, and as such we are performing the least sensitive test of dataset concordance possible: consequently any departure from concordance is to be taken very seriously.

One might ask whether a more narrow approach might be better suited: a calibration mismatch in one of the CMB experiments would affect mainly just one parameter (the amplitude of primordial fluctuations) and thus a specialised
test in which just that particular parameter would vary would be better suited. However, what we propose here is a very general test: in our ignorance we parametrise any possible discrepancies between data in terms of parameters of the standard model. If the observer has concrete physical models of what could have gone wrong, these models can be compared using the evidence values in the standard way.

We have illustrated our method with application to real cosmological data. As expected, the data are concordant: any obvious conflict in the data would likely have been noticed using the “chi by eye” methods employed to date. However, should such discrepancies occur in the future it is imperative to have a method to quantify these discrepancies in the most general settings where Gaussianity cannot be assumed. Unfortunately, the evidence calculation is computationally a rather expensive operation: further work on approximating the evidence (and understanding these approximations) in the cosmological setting is perhaps warranted. We have shown how the evidence ratio used in this work is closely related to the difference in chi-squared statistic that is often used when working within the assumptions of Gaussian measurement errors and the Gaussian approximations that is often used when working within the assumptions of Gaussianity. This can be done by exploring more focussed models, either with new cosmological parameters (if the experiments are reckoned to be well-understood), or with additional nuisance parameters that quantify the possible systematic errors in the data. Again, such models are both more complex and more flexible, and the evidence ratios between them and $H_0$ give the relative probability of each proposed systematic effect being important. This approach is somewhat different to that involving the hyperparameters (Lahav et al. 2000; Hobson et al. 2002): these authors used the evidence to calculate the appropriateness of introducing hyperparameters, which then, through the modified posterior pdf, provide more realistic parameter uncertainties and a tool for visualising the effect of the systematic errors. The test suggested here is in the first instance simpler, and is readily applied using the results of the individual dataset analyses. However, its more powerful extension is the investigation of more physically-motivated parameters, using the evidence to check their suitability for modelling the data in hand. Disentangling the degeneracy between new physics and systematic error can only be done if the additional parameters come with fresh information encoded in their prior pdf: this information is then folded into the evidence ratio, providing the crucial difference between this methodology and any method relying on goodness-of-fit alone.
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